ABOUT

About High Access

Multi-functional Services

High Access is a multi-award
winning maintenance and
cleaning company, providing
solutions to the commercial
and industrial property sectors.
Passionate about working at
heights, we are continually
developing our high access
services. Our fleet of powered
access equipment includes some
of the newest on the market and
with the very latest technology
we are equipped to address any
high level challenge.

The diversity of our portfolio
has grown to include larger
dilapidation projects on multifunctional commercial and
industrial units, involving a
wide variety of claddings and
coatings. We have also become
an approved trade member
of the National Federation of
Roofing Contractors.

We have an unrivalled reputation
for building lasting client
relationships based on trust and
exceptional performance.
With our excellent track record
for reliability and high standard
of work we have built and
maintained an impressive
portfolio of blue chip companies.

With our own in-house teams of
roofers and trained applicators
we are qualified and accredited
to apply multiple liquid based
roof coverings such as Rooflock,
Resi-mac and Giromax - quickly
becoming one of the UK’s
leading Giromax applicators.
We also install various single ply
membrane and gutter systems
such as Plygene and Unifold.
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SERVICES

ROOF MAINTENANCE
Specialists in commercial
property roof repairs
through our work with
surveyors, pension fund
managers, property
companies and private
landlords.We have
developed a diverse range
of roofing repair services.

GUTTER MAINTENANCE
Gutters and rainwater systems
are one of the weakest parts
of a building’s defences, it is
therefore essential that gutter
maintenance is not overlooked.

SAFETY SYSTEMS
( Installation and Testing )

We have vast experience in the
testing and installation of an
extensive range of fall protection
and access systems.

BUILDING MAINTENANCE
At High Access we are passionate
about working at heights and
are continually developing our
high level building maintenance
services.

HIGH LEVEL CLEANING

LIGHTING MAINTENANCE
We offer a comprehensive
range of Lighting
Maintenance Solutions for
all types of commercial
property.
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High Access specialises in
all aspects of commercial
window cleaning and we
pride ourselves in being
able to reach any glazing.

CASE STUDIES
Giromax Project - World Freight Terminal
We were commissioned by WH Good Ltd to carry out various high
level works on Units 303, 315 & 316 of the World Freight Terminal at
Manchester Airport.
Our team was required to go through specialist training specific to
working at the airport in order to be permitted to work on the site, and as
a result we are now trained and qualified to work at the airport terminals.
The project included various cut edge corrosion treatment, gutter
refurbishment, full encapsulations, cladding refurbishment and cleaning
aspects. We deployed an array of plant and equipment during the project
and provided all the necessary on-site welfare and storage facilities
throughout.
Originally we were flattered to have been approached for such a project.
Our client required an experienced coating applicator as well as a
company expert in work at height which could meet their high standards
for health, safety and security. We ticked all the boxes and at the end we
were proud to hand over an insurance-backed 15 year guarantee having
completed with no hiccups, time extensions or cost over-runs.

Girmox Project
Site: World Freight Terminal
Client: WH Good Ltd
Location: Manchester Airport
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CASE STUDIES
Permanent Edge Protection - Spindles Shopping Centre
Following a few incidents involving members of the general public, we
were instructed by Savills to design, supply and install a fall prevention
system around the perimeter of the roof top car park at Spindles Shopping
Centre, Oldham.
The system consisted of galvanised steel box section “L” posts installed
into the brickwork, using M10 expansion bolts, at 3 metre intervals. A
horizontal framework was then installed between each post mount which
we fixed 2” squared steel mesh fencing panels to.
We provide a reactive service for our clients with varying levels of
response time to cater for all types of emergencies across the UK.
Although this is one of the smaller jobs we have undertaken in
comparison to our larger project works, it demonstrates the diversity in
our portfolio and our ability to provide appropriate solutions to our clients’
problems whatever they may be.

Permanent Edge Protection
Site: Spindles Shopping Centre
Client: Savills
Location: Oldham
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CASE STUDIES
Glazing Survey - Student Castle
We were asked to remove and replace a large double-glazed unit on the
31st floor of one of Manchester’s tallest buildings, Student Castle. Due to
the scale and location of the building we had to deploy an abseiling team
to carry out the work.
Both internal and external access was required in order to safely remove
the damaged unit and manoeuvre the new unit into place. Internal access
was via mobile weight anchorage equipment with work restraint lanyards
whilst our abseiling team made there descent externally via mobile
A-frames.
Our team removed all the external capping trims to the damaged unit to
release it, remove it and dispose of it. We supplied and installed a new
double-glazed unit to match the existing specification.

Glazing Repais
Site: Student Castle
Client: Student Castle
Location: Manchester
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CASE STUDIES
Glazing Survey - Emporio Armani
One of our clients, Capital Properties Ltd, called us in to carry out a glazing
survey on one of our favourite buildings in Spinningfields, Manchester.
The luxury retail outlet is a magnificent example of prominent architecture
with an exterior predominantly made of glass.
Our glazing team attended in our 33m truck mounted access platform to
visually inspect each glazing unit, noting and measuring any damaged or
missing units that require replacement.
Our team prepared an on-site report on the glass type and thickness,
evaluating the suitability and inspecting the beading and glazing bars as
necessary. This information was then utilised to produce a detailed report
complete with drawings, photos and recommendations based on specific
risk categories.

Glazing Survey
Site: Emporio Armani
Client: Capital Properties Ltd.
Location: Spinningfields
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SAFETY ACCREDITATIONS TRAINING STANDARDS
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We are audited and accredited by Safe
Contractor the fastest growing health and safety
accreditation scheme in the UK, dedicated to
promoting higher standards of competence and
compliance.

We are also accredited by Contractor Plus the
web based database of contractors who have
been rigorously vetted to ensure their health and
safety standards are of the highest quality.

To ensure our specialist services are available
to an even larger market we are audited and
accredited by PICS, the premier worldwide
provider of contractor prequalification services.

Our operatives are trained via the IPAF training
programme and issued with a PAL card. The PAL
Card (Powered Access Licence) is recognised
worldwide across industries as proof of platform
operator training to the highest standard.

Our rope access operatives are trained by TAG
Safety (A Capital Safety Group Company) TAG
deliver a complete range of height safety, access
and rescue training for the wind, utilities and
construction industries.

A number of our rope access operatives are
also trained via the IRATA training program. The
Health and Safety Executive’s standard for rope
access working is – British Standard 7985 2002,
both TAG and IRATA achieve this.

As most major contractors and require
their workers to hold a valid CSCS card as a
demonstration of their commitment to safe and
efficient working. CSCS forms part of the High
Access training program.

We’re an accredited trade member of the National
Federation of Roofing Contractors, which is the UK’s
largest roofing trade association. The organisation
is leading the industry and ensures that competent
roofing contractors are correctly recognised.

www.highaccess.co.uk

